Phase separation in binary alloys consisting of magnetic atoms is studied through kinetics of a combined Ising model. Qualitative feature is understood by a few prototypic differential equations, which reveal interrelationship between unmixing processes and magnetic diffusion. § I. Introduction Nonequilibrium aspects of interacting many-body systems which exhibit phase transitions have been extensively studied by virtue of the kinetic Ising model, to which essential behavior is often reduced in various systems. This concept has considerably simplified the theory of phase separation -spinodal decomposition and nucleation-in binary systems so far. v~•l In particular, the computer work has been successful in simulating the phenomena on the basis of this representation to the state of systems. 5 l.Bl In real materials, however, the situation is usually not so simple and many other factors should be taken into account in the theoretical work, such as the elastic strain effects and the magnetic coupling effect. In respect of the latter effect we note that magnetic liquidsn may show a magnetically induced phase separation in addition to the normal magnetic transition.
Nonequilibrium aspects of interacting many-body systems which exhibit phase transitions have been extensively studied by virtue of the kinetic Ising model, to which essential behavior is often reduced in various systems. This concept has considerably simplified the theory of phase separation -spinodal decomposition and nucleation-in binary systems so far. v~•l In particular, the computer work has been successful in simulating the phenomena on the basis of this representation to the state of systems. 5 l.Bl In real materials, however, the situation is usually not so simple and many other factors should be taken into account in the theoretical work, such as the elastic strain effects and the magnetic coupling effect. In respect of the latter effect we note that magnetic liquidsn may show a magnetically induced phase separation in addition to the normal magnetic transition.
As the first step of our investigation, we wish to discuss in the present paper the kinetic property of a double Ising model, in which the state of each lattice site is described by two sorts of Ising spins. Our main concern lies in understanding of the kinetics in such a system. Through this study, we want to get some idea about the kinetics of phase separation in the magnetic binary alloy. When there is simultaneous occurrence of two orderings in the system, they would inevitably affect to each other 8 l~IIl and the ordered phase in the one-spin system will be forced to alter in its dynamic property as well as static one through the other ordering process. Namely, competition between two ordering processes sometimes promotes and sometimes suppresses the ordering.
The time-dependent nonlinear equation (the Cahn-Hilliard equation) has fairly well elucidated many characteristic features of nucleation and spinodal decompositiOn as the nonlinear, nonequilibrium phenomena."l~•l Since the equation is probably the most tractable and the simplest kinetic equation which governs most of elementary relaxation behavior in phase separation, we also wish to discuss the present problem within this order of approximation.
In § 2 our basic model, the double Ising lattice system, Is defined, which is closely related with the magnetic binary alloy. The kinetics is assumed to be governed by Kawasaki's spin-exchange mechanism,12l which is convenient to keep the concentration of atoms constant. The kinetic equations are derived, after Binder's reduction, 3 J to be a set of coupled time dependent nonlinear equations. In § 3, in order to get some idea about the interrelationship between two phase transition processes, a crude approximation is introduced, in which interactions between modes with different wavevectors are neglected except those with the uniform modes in each spin variable (two long-range order parameters). After examining several static properties, stability of these solutions is discussed in relation to the exponential growth of unstable modes in the system. Behavior of the system is traced numerically and is shown in several figures in § 4. As for the phase separation of the magnetic binary alloy a qualitative feature of the cooperation between the unmixing process and the magnetic diffusion will be clarified in the last section, § 5. 
where the sum of i and j runs over the entire lattice sites and the sum }, ( 
The transiticn probability 1-V(i--c>z) expresses an interchange of i-site spins (/1;, rJ;) and one of its nearest neighbor spins (,u£, rJi) . The function pew is the probability for a state where spins at sites i and z are exchanged. We wish to keep parallelism between two spins /ii and oi in the formulation as far as possible.
One of the proper choices to the transition probability 1-V is obtained by imposing the principle of detailed balance on TV in the thermal equilibrium (/3 = (ksT) -1 )
where c is a parameter, which depends on the circumstance of the system and plays only a role of time scale in the present formulation. The notation L13C
denotes the change in energy due to the interchange of spins and given by
where the sum m runs over the nearest neighbor sites of i or i. where r,,=r,(--r). The energy differences LJ!f{,, and Ll!l{, are given by
The transition probability IV defined by Eq. (8) will be used in the following calculation.
Fundamental Equations By usmg Eqs. (5), (8) and (9) and defining an average
the kinetic equations for the averages <11i (t)) and (0' 1 (t)) are found to be
Now following Binder's reduction 3 l where all averages are expanded around the site j in a d-dimensional hypercubic lattice with lattice constant a0 m the Taylor senes
m a set of coupled equations is obtained in the third power of the local order parameters <p. 1 ) and (0' 1 ) as (15) and (16) are our basic expression to be discussed below.
The rec.son why the expansion is terminated at the third order is explained as follows: In the dynamical behavior in phase separation there have not been observed remarkable phenomena attributed to the higher order terms and the third order terms are enough to prevent an unstable mode in the system from indefinite growth and to assure the existence of its steady state. 4 
The single mode approximation has been used to obtain (18) and (19), by approximating as O"iflr-'>O"o!lk + 0" kiLo and P/--'>3f10 2 Pk· Since variables Po and O"o are conserved quantities, the modified coupling constants defined by Nonlinear Theory In the last approximation to be discussed here we assume that the kinetics of a particular mode (with the maximum growth rate) may give us a good description of behavior of the system. Then using the approximation that <P1) 3 --'>3f.10 2 f.lk + f.lk 3 The stability as well as the growth rate is ·determined by the combined conditions.
T. Kawasah
Relation to the Physical System From the definition of the coefficients a;/s, a 11 (a22) changes its sign when l?<kc~ (k<k'"). As for some relation to the phase separation in the magnetic binary alloy, 
whose steady state x ( oo) is given by either 0 for P<O or VP for P >O, in the first part of this section numerical results based on (27) are summarized as a reference to the later discussion. When the coupling between two variables fJ.k Fig. 2 . After transforming back to the original variables, the wave vector dependence of the solution is drawn in Fig. 3 , where numerals associated with curves indicate elapsed time in an arbitrary scale. Maximum of curves (at 1~ = km), which is also obtainable in an analytic form from Eq.
(27), shifts toward the smaller wave vector region with the increase of time, along the dash-dotted line started at 1//2. Its time dependence obeys a simple law except in the early time of evolution, as is seen in Fig. 4 :
a' "-'0.43 for t>lO', ;vhich may be easily understood by the fact that the diffusion relaxation has its maximum for Dk't being of order unity in the long time behavior.
This is an inevitable result derived from the exact solution (27) of the single-mode GL type equation, and needless to say, it is too simple to predict an exact law for l~m (t), which will depend on the dimension of the lattice, too. 21~4 l The effective growth rate rk (t) which is defined by the relation xk (t) = ik (t) xk (t) is plotted in Fig. 5 , where the decrease of the rate with the increase of time corresponds to saturation of x (t) as was seen in Fig. 2 . Shift in peak locations is in accord with Fig. 4 . Referring to these figures, let us discuss numerical results for the coupled system. Firstly, a natural effect of the coupling is demonstrated in Fig. 2 , where various points is drawn in Fig. 9 which will be discussed later. The figure corresponding to Fig. 4 is not given here because the value a' in the uncoupled system holds also in the coupled system within an allowance of 5%. It means that the simple linear coupling adopted in this paper between two ordering will not alter their long time behavior. T. Kawasah ; not taken into account. In particular, the former factor seems to be essential in discussion of stability o£ the system in the long; time behavior, so that we may expect to be itble to wipe out the unstable region in the physical plane by taking this factor into J.ccount.
The other point to be noted in Fig. 9 is in that small differences in the initial \-alues result in dominant growth in the one nuiahle at the initial time stage and In this section we would like to consider the numerical results from the point that how the diffusion of magnetic ordering affects on the phase separation of the magnetic binary alloys. As far as we are concerned with static properties of alloys, there is no problem in considering interrelationship between two order-
On the contrary, it is crucial how we could find a sample where the relaxation times in two processes are in the same order. In the future investigation the liquid ferromagnet will be expected to be one of the candidate to it. has a trivial solution since it describes the situation above the magnetic critical line (the Curie temperature) and the spinodal line. Processes described in Figs. 9 and 10 seem to be standard ones in the decomposition of the magnetic binary alloy below the spinodal line as well as the Curie temperature. Dynamical cooperation is positive (I>O and the magnetic order is favorable with the decomposition) in Fig. 10 , while it is negative (I<O and the magnetic ordering is unfavorable with the decomposition) in Fig. 9 . Figure 11 shows that the decomposition will proceed in cooperation with the magnetic diffusion even when the initial state is set in the miscibility gap.
In numerical calculations parameters are chosen so as to exaggerate the effect of the magnetic ordering qualitatively. There is no special reason in having set the parameters symmetrically in most cases. No new phenomena have been obtained by asymmetric setting of parameters. In spite of the general importance of the structure function in the theory of phase separation, we have traced in this paper the behavior of order parameters themselves because of two reasons that in the nonlinear region the equation for the function has much difficulty in the systematic treatment and that in the present crude approximation there seems to be no remarkable difference in nature of the result except in the very early evolution. Our discussion is restricted to the case of the linear coupling between two order parameters. This is partially due to the reason that no drastic change, which is attributed to the nonlinear coupling, is expected in the process of the decomposition in near future. In our model magnetization 1s a conserved quantity, while it is not when the system is quenched from the higher temperatures. This case will be discussed in more details m relation to the computer simulation where the cluster dynamics will be treated in a similar model.
